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Background/Significance
Aim
Both regional and International we need our leaders of tomorrow to stand up and raise up,
therefore, the aims to build the capacity of dynamic youth leaders from countries around the
world to lead need serious advocate activities, in Peace and unity.

Objectives
1. To enable youth leaders in education to gain a common understanding of raising youth and
its key priority areas to achieve the eradicating of poverty and achieve peace and unity among
the youth
2. To provide a forum for participating youth leaders to elaborate leadership strategies suitable
for the implementation of peace and unity among the youth in international and regional levels
3. To strengthen a network of youth leaders to advance and have access to free education.
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Any nation's future lay in the hand of its young people, no prediction can move any nations
without investing in young people, by analyzing their education, good employment, access to
free education, and upbringing to its young future leaders.

Nations that have raised and invested in their young people correctly are always ready for
progress, but those who have not done so, you will find out that it impossible to take control of
its youth and the entire country.

This paper examine the threat and vulnerability that lure youth violence extremism Political
driver, politics was widespread corruption and perceived impunity for well-connected elites.

For instead by creating widespread anger among youths, a rich men always favour their sons
and daughters to be school abroad and immediately get employment after coming back from
aboard.

While the poor men the case is different, father will sponsored his daughter or son in public or
private school for four to five years, after graduating, the children will still became liability,
they may spend another five or more than that without any tangible work.
Which usually caused the youth to join the bad elements.

More directly in corruption usually facilitate the operation of Violence Extremism, for
example a uniform officer, who turn a blind eye to the activities of criminals, just because they
bribe him with money, or a judicial personnel, they turn the judgement upside down to favour
the criminals to go without proper justice.

Poor government, recently in our country Nigeria witnesses the era of lack of good governance,
due to the poor government, the extremism escalating into serious terrorism
stages, which bring the witnesses of establishment of state under state, or a portion of land to
be called another territory, while the money released to purchase arms, it was used in different
political scenarios which ended with big historical scam scandal.

Actually, that what in many cases the extremist want, they always want to look for a weak
government to operate and find its way of operations in environment that are either lack
capacity of good leaders, who can take quick actions.

Therefore, a Nation progress or decline depends on the spirit and seriousness, the upbringing
and education given to its youths.

Until we help in investing in our young people through education, advocacy, they can be
captives of their environment, and depend their environment with good hearts.

If they get good opportunity to be trained with proper education, good employment, love one
another, they can become “Heroes” not VE.

We most know that every individual in this World endeavours to achieve “happiness” and
“Tranquillity” and struggles day and night to reach this dream. We need to Stand Up, Raised
Up as African to stop these pains and suffering of our future leaders, our investment is
not riding big cars, or building mansion, No, but how can we build the foundation of our
society security and comfort.

The foundation of our future leaders of tomorrow.

Meaning of Violent Extremism
Violent Extremism is the belief and actions of people who support or use violence to achieve
ideological, religious or political goals. Thus includes terrorism and other forms of politically
and communal violence.

The issue of domestic terrorism in all African countries has remain a major problems,
especially the establishment of ethic militias with aim of protection interest of regional or
cultural, religious identities.

Therefore, it is time for Africa start identifying areas, reason behind VE and what proactive measures in reducing the risk of VE or eliminating it entirely, which will include
cooperation's in African regional security, and intelligence reports.

What are link between Youth and Extremism: Much has happened and been discussed in
different way, in different workshop and conferences, both in print and electronic media.
Lack of proper mentoring among the youth, link them to join the bad element group.

Lack of plan long term project to invest in young people, especially grants to engage the youth
in a support development through skill training to be independent.

Lack of proper attention to listen to young people problems. What can we do solve part of their
problems, what should they play in their communities.

How can we treat both the rich and the poor, who seek admission in universities or seeking to
have job opportunities in our nations. We need to treat them equally with justice and fairness.
Ignoring the poor in decision making, doing that caused them to feel isolated and joint the VE.
Lack of good community network awareness among other ethnic group, may cause serious
problem

Building Trust and accountability is essential to tackle violent extremism
Obey the law and order

Teaching Approach
Every communities, need to form teaching approaches that will help to build resilience to
extremism among young people.

The teaching methods in our school both in public and private institution, Islamic or Christian
We need to establish the best way our children teaching methods are used in a general
classroom setting.

The primary objective will be aim to provide appropriate intervention to avoid young people
in becoming extremism in our society,

We need to raise the value relationship and love to each other.
Any nations which remain in peace without any conflict. “The secret to happiness was, they
maintained good relationships with other nations, instead of creating chaos.

Those who cannot love their own kind cannot live an anxiety a free and secure life, within its
nation.

The ties which best bring the happiness of any nation, is through investment among the youth,
what will make them to be united to each other, in respect of their religious, social and cultural
value. If we really want such happiness to survive, we must set our differences aside and come
together with each other’s on some issue.

It is indisputable that bad manners keep people away from each other, for man suffers from the
treatment of those whom he resents or cannot relate to. Thus bad manners force people to give
up many abilities which could be very useful.

It is necessary for those who wishes his nations to be in progress and his leaders
of tomorrow “Youths” to interact with each other’s, without this process, one cannot live in
harmony within his society.

The best way to peaceful living is simple to live in peace with each other’s.

Human Right and Social Justice Advocacy
Yet many people when asked to named rights, will list only freedom of speech and belief that
is all. No, Human right, are rights to all human beings, whatever our nationality, place of
residence, sex, or ethnic origin, colour, religion or any other status. Human right also goes
beyond that, it means freedom to obtain a job, adopt a career, and include the right to travel
widely and the right to work gainfully without harassment, abuse and threat of arbitrary
dismissal.

